Aims. To describe the technique, indications, and utility of intraoperative ECoG monitoring during various surgeries for medically intractable epilepsy. Methods. Literature was reviewed to obtain published results on using intraoperative ECoG techniques for the surgical treatment of medically intractable epilepsy of various underlying aetiologies. Results. General intraoperative ECoG techniques were described, including effects of anaesthetic agents on intraoperative ECoG signals. Use of intraoperative ECoG in temporal lobe epilepsy with mesial temporal sclerosis (MTS) is generally considered not necessary, whereas intraoperative ECoG in temporal lobe epilepsy without mesial temporal sclerosis may provide useful information. Intraoperative ECoG in extra-temporal epilepsy with structural lesions may facilitate resection, whereas the use of intraoperative ECoG in extra-temporal epilepsy without a structural lesion is more controversial. Conclusions. Intraoperative ECoG is a useful technique to be employed in surgical treatment of medically intractable epilepsy. However, its effectiveness may vary depending on the underlying pathological causes of the seizures.
T. Yang, et al. technique is called electrocorticography (ECoG). This technique was pioneered by Penfield and Jasper at the Montreal Neurological Institute in the early 1950s with the aim to more precisely identify seizure foci and facilitate epilepsy surgery (Penfield and Jasper, 1954) . The monitoring can be performed in the operating room for a relatively short duration at the time of surgery; intraoperative ECoG (acute), or can be performed outside the operating room (after surgical electrode implantation) for a longer time (chronic) to capture abnormal electric signals from the brain. ECoG monitoring was found in a survey in 1992 to be used by over 80% of epilepsy surgeons around the world . The guiding principle in epilepsy surgery is to remove the "epileptogenic zone", or the area of cortex capable of generating seizures. However, the exact definition of the zone is not well established. It is generally accepted that the epileptogenic zone includes the ictal onset zone plus the surrounding "irritative zone", where frequent interictal discharges are seen (Rasmussen, 1983; Lüders and Awad, 1992; Lüders et al., 1993) . Because of the relatively short duration of intraoperative ECoG monitoring, the abnormal signals captured are mostly interictal spikes (figures 1 and 2). Only occasionally (most commonly cases of cortical dysplasia), a unique ictal signature can be found within the time frame of intraoperative ECoG recording (Palmini et al., 1995) . Otherwise, epileptiform spikes (i.e. irritative zone markers) have been used along with other clues (such as those based on imaging) to help identify seizure foci and guide the extent of surgical resections. Although intraoperative ECoG is widely used, its usefulness in locating seizure foci and improving surgical outcomes remains controversial. In fact, use of intraoperative ECoG varies from centre to centre and depending on the underlying seizure aetiology (Keene et al., 2000; Binnie et al., 2001; Kuruvilla and Flink, 2003) . This article will discuss the technique of acute intraoperative ECoG, its reported use, advantages, and disadvantages.
Methodology for literature search
The website "Pubmed.gov" was searched using the keyword "intraoperative ECoG". Recent (last five years) original articles as well as reviews were identified, and the reported findings and conclusions were summarised. Less recent, but relevant, reference papers were gathered from the more recent reference articles. Several textbooks on surgical treatment of epilepsy were also consulted as listed under "References". The aim of this review was to provide an accessible account of the intraoperative ECoG technique, with a targeted audience of the general practitioners who may be involved in treating patients with epilepsy. The literature search was not exhaustive and a comprehensive literature review was beyond the scope of this article. There is only one randomised controlled trial article within the reference list (Wiebe et al., 2001) . Except for very few prospective case series, almost all the reference articles cited in this review are retrospectively analysed case series. Patient age was not a consideration in the search of the literature.
Intraoperative ECoG monitoring technique
There are two kinds of electrode systems for intraoperative ECoG recordings. The use of either system depends on the individual surgeon's preference at the time of the operation which includes anatomical considerations for accessibility of recording sites. For the first kind, arrays of evenly-spaced electrodes are imbedded in "strips" or "grids" of silicone plastic. This type of electrode system is also used for chronic ECoG monitoring. Grids and strips come in standard pre-set sizes but can also be trimmed to accommodate the size and shape of exposed cortical surface. The diameter of each contact electrode is typically 5 mm and the distance between electrodes is typically 1 cm. Because of the presence of the plastic backbone, the brain surface between the electrodes is not accessible for direct stimulation or surgical manipulation until the electrodes are removed. Similarly, the electrodes are a fixed distance apart, and hence some of them may lie over a sulcus or blood vessel, an arrangement that cannot be completely avoided by the surgeon. In recent years, some groups have experimented with more densely arranged microelectrode arrays to potentially improve spatial resolution (Leuthardt et al., 2009) . Other modifications such as making holes in the plastic backbone to increase accessibility to the underlying brain, or using heat-sensitive moldable electrodes have been investigated. However, none of the aforementioned modified forms of electrodes are commonly used. The second kind of electrode system uses a collection of individual rigid wire electrodes held in place over exposed cortical surface and secured in a circular-shaped metal frame that is attached to the skull through a small burr hole. The tip of the electrode that touches the brain surface is covered with electric conductive material, such as carbon. There is typically a spring or other flexible connection between the tip of the electrode and the attachment to the metal frame, so that the electrode can move with the brain surface during normal respiratory cycle without piercing into the brain. Because there is no intervening material between electrodes, the brain surface between the electrodes can be directly stimulated or surgically manipulated while the electrodes are on the surface of the brain, and the location of each electrode can be determined by the surgeon (Nuwer, 1993) .
Needle-shaped depth electrodes are also used to monitor deep mesial temporal structures, such as the hippocampus. However, they are not used in the acute ECoG settings due to potential spikes generated from T. Yang, et al. the acute piercing injury to the brain from the placement of the electrode. Because of the direct contact of the electrodes to the brain surface, bypassing the interference from the dura, skull, and scalp, ECoG monitoring can detect higher frequency EEG signals than those captured by non-invasive EEG (greater than 60 Hz) (Crone et al., 2006) . Recent studies have shown potential use of pathological high-frequency oscillations (pHFOs) as markers for underlying epileptogenic foci (Engel et al., 2009 ). The monitoring time typically runs from 5 to 30 minutes, with longer recordings having increased sensitivity to detect infrequent events. Longer recordings also allow more time for anaesthetic effects to dissipate in awake operations, so that the patient is less drowsy, hence activating interictal epileptiform discharges. Abnormal signals can be identified through visual observations by an epileptologist in the operating room. Sometimes, computer programs to recognise certain patterns are used to assist this. Use of preresection and post-resection ECoG recordings varies. Both are performed with the aim to identify/confirm seizure foci and to determine the adequate extent of resection. The rate, location, and time of onset of the observed spikes are monitored and analysed. Some centres have advocated pharmacological activation during intraoperative ECoG recordings (Keene et al., 2000; Binnie et al., 2001) . However, the validity of these approaches is not well established, since non-physiological activation can occur, and thus they are not commonly used and will not be discussed here. Direct cortical stimulation (DCS) of the brain surface using either a hand-held bipolar electrode or the ECoG electrodes themselves, while the ECoG is being recorded from adjacent electrode contacts, can also be performed to determine the threshold for eliciting after-discharges. This information can be used either to identify the seizure focus or as part of functional cortical stimulation mapping (Quesney and Niedermeyer, 1993; Kuruvilla and Flink, 2003) . In the former case, a particularly low threshold or provocation of the patient's typical aura may indicate the location of the seizure focus. For brain mapping, avoiding afterdischarges is critical to ensure that electrical activation has not spread beyond the electrode tips, and for language mapping, the stimulation amplitude is chosen at an adequately high level, just below the after-discharge threshold, to reduce the incidence of false negative activations. The goal is to use a stimulation amplitude high enough to elicit an effect on a potentially functional cortex, but low enough to avoid a clinical seizure which may confound further mapping and testing during the operation (Quesney and Niedermeyer, 1993; Kuruvilla and Flink, 2003) .
Anaesthetic considerations
All agents used in general anaesthesia have effects on intraoperative ECoG signals (Kraemer and Spencer, 1993; Quesney and Niedermeyer, 1993; Sloan, 1998; Keene, 2000) . For example, propofol (2,6 di-isopropyl phenol) is a commonly used intravenous form of anaesthetic agent, especially in awake surgeries, due to its short half-life. A recent report (Zijlmans et al., 2012) showed that reduction of the dose of propofol led to increased number of pHFOs captured during intraoperative ECoG recording. Deep anaesthesia may mask the generation of spontaneous abnormal spikes or pHFOs that the intraoperative monitoring is aimed at capturing. As a result, intraoperative ECoG is ideally performed on awake patients under local anaesthesia. However, this regimen may not work for paediatric patients, non-cooperative adults, or patients at risk of hypoventilation (e.g. obese body habitus or obstructive sleep apnoea), and may not be completely necessary if the anaesthetic can be lowered sufficiently. Using light anaesthesia and holding shortacting anaesthetic agents about 10-20 minutes prior to recording can be implemented.
Intraoperative ECoG in temporal lobe epilepsy with mesial temporal sclerosis (MTS)
Temporal lobe epilepsy is a well-defined clinical entity with characteristic symptoms and EEG findings, and non-lesional temporal lobe epilepsy with mesial temporal sclerosis (mesiobasal limbic seizures) is the most common form (Commission, 1989) . In 2001, a randomised controlled trial was published on surgery versus medical treatment for temporal lobe epilepsy (Wiebe et al., 2001) . In this report, over 70% of the patients had MTS, and surgery was found to lead to 58% of the surgical patients who were free of seizures that impair consciousness versus 8% in the medical group at the end of one year. Together with numerous other publications, this report has established unequivocally that surgery is very effective for temporal lobe epilepsy. In this report and in many surgical centres, standard anteromesial resection (SAMR) with or without minor modification is the surgical approach for temporal lobe epilepsy with MTS (Spencer et al., 1984) . The usefulness of intraoperative ECoG in SAMR is equivocal. When MTS patients who had undergone SAMR, regardless of intraoperative ECoG findings, were studied, neither the presence of residual or new post-resection spikes, nor the mean frequency of those spikes correlated with the surgical outcome (Tran et al., 1995; Schwartz et al., 1997) . Therefore, it was argued that intraoperative ECoG was not needed for surgeries for Intraoperative ECoG MTS epilepsy (Schwartz, 2006) . A recent retrospective case-controlled study of MTS patients showed no difference in surgical outcome between patients with or without residual spikes on post-resection intraoperative ECoG, or between patients who had intraoperative ECoG or SAMR without intraoperative ECoG, thus lending support to the statement that intraoperative ECoG is not necessary for MTS surgery (San-Juan et al., 2011) . On the other hand, the extent of hippocampal resection necessary in MTS surgeries has been debated due to concern for injuries to the patients' memory functions (verbal on the dominant side and non-verbal on the non-dominant side). When the extent of hippocampal resection was tailored based on intraoperative ECoG signals from direct hippocampal monitoring, the rate of seizure control after temporal lobe epilepsy surgery was found to have no correlation with the size of the hippocampus removed (McKhann et al., 2000) . Therefore, it was argued that intraoperative ECoG monitoring of the hippocampus was useful for temporal lobe epilepsy surgery to potentially preserve functional hippocampus not involved in seizure genesis, while maintaining the efficacy of the surgery (Ojemann, 2006) . Oliveira et al. looked at the pattern of intraoperative ECoG obtained during MTS surgery in more detail and found that more complex patterns seen on the recordings might correlate with worse surgical outcome (Oliveira et al., 2006) . Pathological analysis of surgical samples from patients after temporal lobe epilepsy surgery showed a portion of them contained two different pathological processes; cell loss in the hippocampus in addition to lateral temporal lesions. For those samples with heterotopia in the temporal lobe (cortical dysplasia), they tended to be associated with severe cell loss in the hippocampus. Thus, the entity of dual pathology for seizure genesis was proposed (Levesque et al., 1991) . Similar to the finding on the usefulness of intraoperative ECoG in surgeries to resect isolated cortical dysplasia for seizure control (Palmini et al., 1995) , intraoperative ECoG was found to contribute to the identification of the underlying cortical dysplasia and the determination of the extent of resection in patients with dual pathology (Chacon et al., 2009) . Hence, acute ECoG may be useful to rule out dual pathology even in patients with MRI-proven MTS and guide tailored resection of the dysplastic cortex.
Intraoperative ECoG in temporal lobe epilepsy without mesial temporal sclerosis
For patients with temporal lobe epilepsy semiology and scalp-EEG temporal localisation, but no MTS, they can either have normal MRI or a lesion in the temporal lobe cortex, such as a tumour or a vascular lesion. Patients with normal MRI have been labelled "paradoxical TLE" and shown to have a lower incidence of febrile seizures, a higher incidence of secondary generalised seizures, and less evidence of cell loss on histological examination (Cohen-Gadol et al., 2005) . These patients often undergo chronic implantation of electrodes to identify the ictal onset zone prior to resective surgery (Cascino et al., 1995; Siegel et al., 2001; Kuruvilla, 2003; Cohen-Gadol et al., 2005; Oliveira et al., 2006) . In spite of these invasive measures, rates of seizure freedom are still lower than those in patients with hippocampal sclerosis on MRI . Chronic ECoG has clearly been shown to be useful in determining the site of seizure onset and the absence of post-resection spikes predictive of clinical outcome (Wyllie et al., 1987; Bautista et al., 1999) . When the time of onset of interictal spikes within a fixed ECoG monitoring duration was analysed, a cluster of "earliest" appearing spikes was localised to the ictal onset zone in 84% of the patients (mix of temporal lobe and extra-temporal lobe epilepsy patients), supporting the use of chronic interictal spikes in temporal epilepsy surgery (Hufnagel et al., 2000) . However, the utility of acute intraoperative ECoG is more controversial. Recently, several reports, listed below, found acute ECoG might be useful in temporal epilepsy surgery if more complex signal characteristics were analysed. One group found that the removal of regions with the earliest appearing interictal signals ("leading regions") during ECoG correlated with good seizure control regardless of the underlying pathology (Alarcon et al., 1997) . Likewise, clusters of synchronised interictal signals from intraoperative lateral temporal ECoG recordings may be predictive of improved seizure control (patient population is a mixture of those with MTS, temporal lesions or normal imaging findings) (Ortega et al., 2008) . A recent study that investigated the value of intraoperative ECoG in TLE with normal MRI showed that all patients with high-amplitude interictal spikes recorded from only the mesial structures went on to have a SAMR, in spite of chronic ECoG. Patients with spikes elsewhere benefited from the chronic ECoG (Luther et al., 2011) . This report proposes that intraoperative ECoG can be used to screen patients with TLE and normal MRI, to determine which patients require chronic implantation and which can go directly to SAMR. A retrospective study of 87 patients who had temporal lobe epilepsy, but MRI negative focal findings, showed that the presence of unilateral interictal epileptiform discharges (IEDs) on preoperative scalp EEG, and complete resection of the cortex displaying IEDs on intraoperative ECoG, are the two variables correlated with good seizure control postoperatively (Burkholder et al., 2014) . T. Yang, et al. For patients with lesions, and in particular low-grade tumours associated with intractable TLE, intraoperative ECoG may be used to establish how much adjacent "irritated" cortex around the lesion must be removed to optimise post-operative seizure control. In one report on a mixed population of paediatric and adult patients with seizures due to underlying low-grade gliomas (the majority of which were located in the temporal lobe), intraoperative ECoG was used in all resections to determine the resection margin. The rate of seizure control was found to be superior to historic control when intraoperative ECoG was not used, especially in children (Berger et al., 1993) . In another report containing a large patient population with temporal lesions (61 patients with lateral temporal lesions, but 16 patients with MTS were also included and considered to have temporal lesions), 95% of those patients who had good surgical outcome also had concurrent reduction of spikes on post-resection intraoperative ECoG recordings (Tripathi et al., 2010) . From these reports, it appears that intraoperative ECoG may be useful to guide surgical resection of temporal lesions to achieve better seizure control or to predict which patients are more likely to be seizure-free after surgery. (Commission, 1989) . Various strategies have been proposed including lesionectomy alone versus lesionectomy plus resection of surrounding epileptic zone guided either by acute ECoG or chronic implantation of electrodes (Roper, 2009; Tellez-Zenteno et al., 2010) . The second strategy, lesionectomy plus intraoperative ECoG, has been shown in numerous reports to be useful in improving seizure control (Berger et al., 1993; Palmini et al., 1995; Salanova et al., 1992; Wennberg et al., 1999; Tripathi et al., 2010) . Although the general presumption is that the cortex immediately adjacent to the lesion corresponds to the underlying seizure focus, Holmes et al. showed that may not always be the case (Holmes et al., 1999) . In particular, patients with cortical dysplasia may have a more widespread area of dysplasia than the lesion recognised on MRI (Sisodiya et al., 2009) . A retrospective study (Widdess-Walsh et al., 2007) of 48 patients with pathologically-confirmed focal cortical dysplasia showed that complete resection of the ictal onset zone correlated with better seizure control.
Intraoperative ECoG in extra-temporal epilepsy with structural lesions
Interictal paroxysmal fast runs of spikes captured on intraoperative ECoG recordings was found to correlate with the ictal onset zone, suggesting that acute ECoG was beneficial to the surgical outcome. A recent study (Wang et al., 2013) showed that, for patients with cortical dysplasia and a unique "transmantle" sign on MRI, complete surgical resection of the lesion evident on MRI and intraoperative ECoG recording correlated with seizure freedom postoperatively. Hence, intraoperative ECoG likely increases resection of potentially epileptogenic cortex and improves seizure control, assuming eloquent cortex is not violated. Chronic implantation of electrodes likely offers additional information, particularly the location of ictal onsets, and permits ictal depth recordings from the hippocampus to evaluate the need for additional mesial resection in cases where a nearby neocortical lesion has rendered the hippocampus independently epileptogenic over time.
Intraoperative ECoG in extra-temporal epilepsy without a structural lesion
Patients with extra-temporal focal epilepsy and no structural lesion have the worst prognosis for seizure freedom. Seizures likely arise from subtle areas of cortical dysplasia that may be multifocal, widespread, and beyond the detection capacities of current imaging modalities. The majority of these patients will require chronic implantation of electrodes, however, a unique intraoperative ECoG signature of microdysplasia has been reported by Palmini et al. consisting of "prolonged trains of rhythmic epileptogenic activity of various patterns" (Palmini et al., 1995) . They used I/CEDs ("ictal or continuous epileptogenic discharges") to describe them and identified these signals in areas with visible abnormalities seen intraoperatively as well as in surrounding areas that appeared normal to visual inspections. Excision of I/CEDs correlated with favourable seizure control, and acute ECoG is useful in identifying the I/CEDs. A retrospective study of 102 paediatric patients without focal identifiable structural anomalies on imaging, showed good and long-lasting seizure control after resectional surgery, when the focal preoperative interictal spikes correlated with other preoperative evaluation modalities (such as PET or SPECT) and when the focal cortex-generating interictal spikes on either acute or chronic ECoG was completely removed (Jayakar et al., 2008) . Although the role of acute ECoG in the surgical treatment of patients with extra-temporal epilepsy without structural lesion still needs more evaluation, it is foreseeable that acute ECoG will be one component of a multi-modality approach in treating this more challenging form of epilepsy.
Intraoperative ECoG

Conclusion
Intraoperative ECoG has been used by epilepsy surgeons for over six decades. Controversies exist on the usefulness of this monitoring technique compared with purely anatomical resections (SAMR or lesionectomy) versus chronic implantation of electrodes. For patients with classic mesial temporal epilepsy, the usefulness of intraoperative ECoG is a controversial issue. Standard anteromesial resection reproducibly leads to good seizure control, therefore, intraoperative ECoG may not be necessary. However, centres that perform very selective amygdalohippocampectomies without any neocortical resection may fail to remove small adjacent regions of dual pathology that may be identified with intraoperative ECoG. On the other hand, for lateral temporal or extra-temporal lesional epilepsy, as well as dual pathology temporal lobe epilepsy associated with cortical dysplasia, intraoperative ECoG may provide useful guidance for identifying the lesion, as well as determining the extent of resection. A recent systematic review on seizure control after surgery for supratentorial lowgrade gliomas found that only gross-total resection was correlated with seizure control. Tumour location or use of intraoperative ECoG did not affect the surgical outcome (Englot et al., 2011) . However, patients with more severe intractable epilepsy were likely selected for ECoG, which biases these retrospective studies. Intraoperative ECoG has been shown to improve surgical outcomes under certain circumstances, as discussed above. However, its usage is also likely associated with higher cost of the surgery, longer duration of the procedure, and potential complications associated with the invasive nature of the surgery. The situations in which intraoperative ECoG is not needed, or acute ECoG might suffice without the need for chronic implantation of electrodes, are not yet clearly defined in the literature, although using acute ECoG as a screening test for patients who might benefit from more extensive chronic implants has been suggested (Luther et al., 2011) . It is foreseeable that a definitive answer will made from future studies that have better characterised patients with controls, more standardised surgical approach, and intraoperative ECoG regimen, as well as a more objective method of recognition and analysis of the ECoG signals.
